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FENCE
WRAPS

Maximise your brand exposure and make your
site secure & private. All fence wraps come with
welded hems for extra strength & durable metal
eyelets at 400mm spacings. We have three
grades to choose from; Max, Lite or Flow.
If you need more help please call us on
(03) 963 8899 or email info@cq.co.nz

FENCE MESH GRADES

MAX
STRENGTH
HIGH WINDS
PRIVACY
PRINT QUALITY

LITE
STRENGTH
HIGH WINDS
PRIVACY
PRINT QUALITY

FLOW
STRENGTH
HIGH WINDS
PRIVACY
PRINT QUALITY
PRINTED ON ECO 100 300gsm
CQTS18

Max is your go to product for quality images. Its close weave gives
you maximum privacy and a bigger surface area for lots of ink –
more detail and brighter colours.
Sizes available
1.8m high x 50m length rolls.
Custom cut panels - 1.8m high x required length.
Custom heights and lengths.

Lite is the mesh with the best of both worlds, a bit of Max and a bit
of Flow. You’ll get pretty good privacy and a fair amount of wind
can pass through. You won’t get fine detail, but the image quality is
on the money and colours retain their vibrancy.
Sizes available
1.8m high x 50m length rolls.
Custom cut panels - 1.8m high x required length.
Flow is our most popular fence mesh, being the most comparable
product to its inferior cousin Shade Cloth. The open weave lets
ample wind through, but in doing so sacrifices a bit of image detail
and vibrancy. That said, it is a stunning product that will serve you
well.
Sizes available
1.75m high x 50m length rolls.
Custom cut panels - 1.75m high x required length.
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IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ
CARING FOR YOUR FENCE WRAP

How to extend the life of your fence wrap.

•

Install your fence wrap with cable ties at
the correct spacing.
Ensure that there is good tension and
your fence wrap is not sagging or loose.
Regularly check the condition of your
fence wrap and make adjustments.
Store your fence wrap rolled up – do not
fold and store.
Do not use harsh cleaners. Spot test first.
Use soapy water to remove dirt.

•
•
•
•

Life expectancy can range from 6 to 36
months. Environmental and care factors
will dictate the life of your product.
If possible, exposed fence wrap should
be taken down when gale force winds are
predicted.
Cable tie every eyelet when installing
fence wrap. Failure to do so will lead to
premature failure.

What reduces the life of fence wrap?
UV EXPOSURE
The suns UV rays cause the ink fade. The
colours fade at different rates so they won’t
necessarily fade in a uniform fashion. The
mesh coating will also discolour and break
down over time.
WIND
Fence wrap exposed to regular windy
conditions will deteriorate faster. The friction
speeds up the process of the mesh breaking
down.
ABRASION
If your fence wrap is loose, flaps in
the wind or rubs an object, it will be
subjected to extra stress and will deteriorate
faster.

1800mm

Up to 50 metres long
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